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TRAINING COURSE



To reflect on the topic of youth employment, share different realities

and needs in order to find common interests and challenges;

To exchange practices and methods on soft skills

development and job search

To provide a space to design and try innovative educational

games focused on job search

To equip participants with tools and a theoretical

framework to develop their own educational games

To qualify participants with new skills, knowledge and attitudes in the

field of youth labor counseling and gamification.

To empower participants to work in collaboration with the

coordinators of the project to contribute to the local

implementation of the designed games in each country.

OBJECTIVES OF THE TC

Emplayability is a Training Course that aims to offer tools, context and

space to discover, create and explore educational games that support

job search and soft skills development. 

The training will have two direct effects: qualifying professionals and

fighting against Youth unemployment

Letting participants to try, explore and evaluate the 6 games that have

been developed by the coordinating partners of this project 

To motivate participants to use more innovative tools in their

daily work supporting youth with their job search.

To create a partner network with a common interest in supporting

youth in their job search with gamified and innovative tools.



A LITTLE BIT OF CONTEXT

YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

The Youth unemployment crisis is a major aspect of the global

employment crisis. Its severity is not only related to the levels and

duration of unemployment, it's increasingly linked to the decline in the

quality of jobs available for young people as the facts tend to

demonstrate.

Moreover, professionals supporting youth on their job search face

several difficulties such as lack of opportunities, lack of innovative

tools and recources, lack of motivation and self-awareness, etc.

... SO, WHAT DO WE DO?

It is in this uncertain and sometimes discouraging context, we

created EmPLAYability: a strategic partnership to create useful and

innovative tools, based on gamification, to support young people in

search of employment. Tools that allow youth workers, job

counselors, educators, social workers ... to reach out unemployed

young people so that they can develop their transversal skills and

face the job search with guarantees of success. Thus, the final

recipients are the young people who are unemployed and at risk of

social exclusion. 

Over 2 years, different actions happen: Training, good practices

sharing, research, game development, creation of a toolbox for youth

workers, implementation and visibility, etc. The final aim is to fight as

much as possible against youth unemployment.



PARTICIPANTS PROFILE

EmPLAYability TC is a Youth Mobility Training course aimed at youth

workers, counselors, mentors, educators, teachers and people working

to support youngsters with their job search from the 5 participating

organisations. 

PARTICIPANTS

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

SPAIN (LA VÍBRIA)

FRANCE (INTERCULTURA)

ESTONIA (SHOKKIN)

CROATIA (CARPE DIEM)

ITALY (IFOA)

TOTAL

5

4

4

4

4

21

The deadline for each coordinating organisation to send the participants'
details is 13/09/21.

We will send you a form asking about needs, arrival and other details ionce we

get the participants details.



ACCOMODATION

The venue "InOut Hostel" is located on the hill of Collserola. Collserola is

Barcelona's natural park, making it the lung of the metropolitan area. Due

to being surrounded by the forest, you will be able to enjoy the

Mediterranean flora and fauna, especially the wild boars, which are the

most emblematic inhabitants of the area. This wonderful location is ideal

for walks,  hikes or morning/ evening running, as well as being just 15

minutes by train from the centre of Barcelona. 

Website: https://www.inouthostel.com/

There wil be shared rooms of 4 people with toilet. 

 All rooms are separated by modules and have a

locker, lamp and own plug. It has heating and

ceiling fans and large windows with natural light. 

Participants will have access to common areas

with WIFI, fridge, microwave, and an outdoor

sports ground. Blankets and towels will be

provided.  

The hostel makes an important task of social and

labour Integration, as it is the first European

catering service where 90% of its workforce is

made up of workers with disabilities, primarily

mental. The food will be provided for us on spot as

well.. 

The contact details of the venue:

INOUT Hostel Barcelona

Address: Major del Rectoret, 2 - 08017 Barcelona

https://www.inouthostel.com/


PRACTICAL INFORMATION

InOut Hostel - Major del Rectoret, 2 - 08017 Barcelona

Arrival day: 8/10/2021 (Feel free to arrive anytime during the day, we

won't meet until dinner) 

Departure day: 14/10/2021 (Feel free to leave anytime during the day)

How to get to the venue?

From the airport,  take the Aerobús blue shuttle service, which passes

through terminal 1 and terminal 2. The journey to Plaza de Catalunya costs

less than € 6 and lasts only 30 minutes.

Once there, take the FGC train on line S1 or S2 towards Sabadell or

Terrassa and get off at the Baixador de Vallvidrera stop. Exit at the exit

‘Barri del Rectoret’ and follow the road up to the Hostal.

Please let us know your aproximate arrival time to the hostel once you know it.

Please be carefull with the pickpockets in turistic areas!

https://www.fgc.cat/en/fgc-network/l-barcelona-valles/


Eagerness to learn and share, positive mood, loads of energy!

 

Refillable bottle of water. 

 

Personal hygiene things, medicine you usually take, other

things you need for personal comfort and well-being.

 

Brochures, presentation materials about your organization/

work - no need for extra luggage yet please come ready to

share what you do locally.

 

Despite not being a Youth Exchange, you will have the

opportunity to share whatever you want from your area,

culture, customs, traditions. So feel free and welcome to

bring some food, drinks, songs, etc.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

WHAT SHOULD YOU BRING WITH YOU?



The reimbursement is conditioned to active and full participation in the

programme. We highly recommend travelling by land, using bus/train

if possible. This recommendation has 2 aspects: Ecological and Health.

In Spain visitors coming by flight face more severe restrictions than

those coming by land. 

If possible, travel together with a participant from your country (come

in the same plane, bus, train which will make our and your organisation

much easier).

As for bus, we recommend FlixBus: https://global.flixbus.com/

TRAVEL

Travel costs are reimbursed up to:

CROATIA

ESTONIA

275€

360€

Please consult with us about your travel plan in advance and do not buy

the tickets without previous confirmation from our side. 

NOTE: Please arrange your travel plan in advance and book economy class
tickets and the cheapest route possible to get to the project venue and back

home. Taxi costs or other transport methods different from public

transportation are not eligible costs. 

FRANCE 275€

ITALY 275€

The deadline for each coordinating organisation to send the participants'
details is 13/09/21 and for the travel plan 17/09/21.

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fglobal.flixbus.com&design=DAEjNHs8pDc


COVID-19 MEASURES

We strongly recommend that the participants be fully vaccinated, as the

vaccination certificate exempts the travelers from COVID-19 testing

before travelling to Spain and going back home. The fee of COVID-19

testing will be incumbent on the participants and not subject to

reimbursement. We may arrange testing from a laboratory, in case

somebody need it. 

If a participant turns COVID-19 positive in the testing occurring before

the arrival to Spain, we commit to fully reimburse his/her travel expenses,

given the provision of a positive verifiable certificate. 

Participants also need to fully respect the health protocol imposed by the

authorities at the time of the seminar, the safety measures that apply to

group events. These measures are subject to fast changes, however, we

commit to communicating them with you 2 weeks prior to the seminar.

You can check them out here. Please count on wearing masks, keeping

distance, and washing hands regularly.

INSURANCE

The hosting organization does not cover travel and health insurance.

European Health Card is mandatory. Each participant shall have a valid

health insurance and it is strongly recommended to have a travel

insurance during participation in the seminar. Please consider purchasing

also an additional COVID-19 travel insurance.

https://reopen.europa.eu/en/


ACTIVITY PLAN



THE HOSTING

ORGANISATION

Carrer del Racó, 13,  Terrassa

08222 Barcelona 

www.vibria.org

@vibria.intercultural

THANK YOU!

**We have tried to make this Infopack as accurate as possible, though it

is subject to changes from now until October, when it will take place. May

any information be added or changed, we will send you an updated

version.


